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Welcome

The unprecedented events of the past few months have resulted in some of the most significant transformations in healthcare provision ever introduced. In the space of a short period of time the healthcare industry has been forced to adapt and respond to the Coronavirus outbreak and in many instances technology has played a huge role in facilitating that transition.

From tele-triage and video consultations to remote monitoring and staff collaboration, health technologies and digital solutions have been rapidly adopted in order to allow healthcare organisations to introduce social-distanced care pathways and manage health populations during this extremely difficult period.

During this time we have seen HealthTech thrust centre-stage as healthcare practitioners and patients rapidly adapt to a new way of delivering care. From our perspective we have seen more traction in terms of health care technology adoption in the past 3 months than in the last 5 years, and as the questions start to move towards how we can sustain this momentum, this edition of the Journal brings together a complete range of articles that look at the many ways that technology has been used to help and support healthcare provision during the Covid-19 outbreak.

With the landscape changing rapidly, we are striving to support our audience with daily updates on thejournalofmhealth.com and we will continue to ensure that we offer valuable resources that can help support healthcare providers implement digitally-supported care pathways.

Also, in this issue we consider the key aspect of patient satisfaction and the way that digital solutions must meet the multifaceted requirements of end-users. Patient and user experience are ultimately the most critical measures when it comes to understanding and managing the success of digital transformation projects.

We would also like to take this opportunity to thank all the healthcare key workers, who make up such a huge proportion of our audience. The commitment and devotion that so many of you have shown during this hugely challenging time is formidable and greatly appreciated!

Matthew Driver
Editor
Consolidated Data is an Essential First-step Towards Delivering Effective AI Health Initiatives

Technology-enabled tools are being adopted in healthcare for their potential to improve population health, reduce hospital readmissions, cut operational costs and enhance the accuracy of clinical outcomes.

Increasingly many of these solutions are beginning to harness artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning techniques, and across a wide spectrum of medical specialties these types of algorithm-based technologies are beginning to have a measurable impact on diagnostic efficiency and accuracy. We are now at a point where technologies have matured sufficiently to be able to transform healthcare for the better, by automating clinical information analysis and streamlining workflows, thereby improving patient care and outcomes.

However, for healthcare systems, AI and machine-learning driven technologies are only effective when an organisation has implemented measures to compile a robust and accurate data landscape. Healthcare providers can only achieve the best clinical outcomes when quality clinical information can be made accessible to AI and machine learning tools. This is where the solutions of a content services and enterprise imaging provider, like Hyland, can provide healthcare organisations with the data foundation, and information interoperability, necessary to fuel AI-driven health initiatives.

“Applying AI, machine learning, analysis, and population health tools to partial or inaccurate data sets will yield less than optimal results. And, the unfortunate truth is the clinical data that resides in most health systems today is woefully incomplete and disjointed,” comments Susan deCathelineau, Senior Vice President of Global Healthcare Sales and Services for Hyland.

“More often than not, digital clinical information is compartmentalised in multiple proprietary and unconnected silos. In many instances, the critical clinical stakeholders in an institution are not even aware much of this information exists. Achieving optimal results from any analytics initiative requires organisations to implement a thorough data discovery, consolidation and integration effort that then provides them with a solid foundation of clinical content to which analytical algorithms can be applied.”

To achieve optimal results, healthcare providers need enterprise medical imaging and enterprise content management technologies that can connect semi-structured and unstructured content to enterprise systems like electronic patient record (EPR) systems. Only by having this interoperable data foundation, feeding relevant information, from disparate sources, are providers going to be able to deploy AI and machine learning solutions effectively.

Achieving this type of data consolidation requires close partnerships between technology vendors and healthcare organisations that bring together the necessary expertise capable of consolidating, often vast, existing data sets.

By effectively combining data, healthcare providers can see benefits across the whole organisation, and create a framework that can enable true health data interoperability.

EPR systems have become a significant source of digital clinical information in many hospitals and health systems. EPRs are designed to capture and manage structured clinical information and most do this job exceptionally well. However, the capabilities of these systems are limited when it comes to handling unstructured and semi-structured patient information. This is problematic when you consider that the vast majority of a patient’s medical history isn’t inherently captured, or stored, in an EPR.

This issue is exacerbated when you consider some healthcare providers fail to look beyond the EPR when it comes to evaluating a patient’s medical history.

Enterprise content management systems have predominantly been used by healthcare organisations to digitise unstructured clinical data like clinical notes and transcripts, emails, faxes, photos and other sources of patient information, but often these remain partitioned within specific departments, leading to a further fragmented data landscape.

One of the biggest challenges in this data equation is providing secure access to the massive amounts of medical imaging data that health systems have accumulated. This imaging data comes in a variety of formats and is largely stored across disparate systems and archives. These assets include surgical video, endoscopy, dermatology photos, wound images, pathology studies, and more, whose native formats range from JPEGs to TIFFs to MP4s. Consolidating these images into a single source, and anonymising the data, for AI and machine learning purposes can be tedious and time-consuming.

Therefore, enterprise medical imaging and enterprise content management (ECM) technologies that connect these disparate sources of semi-structured and unstructured content to enterprise systems like EPRs are essential to properly feed AI, machine learning and predictive analytics initiatives.

“Our customers rely on Hyland Healthcare enterprise imaging solutions and expertise to not just manage, but curate their medical data for clinical and research purposes,” says Chris Magyar, Senior Manager of product management at Hyland Healthcare. “They use our AI-powered visualisation tools to enhance the diagnostic confidence of imaging professionals around the world, help AI streamline clinical workflows and automate repetitive tasks.”

Case Study: Yale New Haven Health

Evidence of the impact interoperable ECM and enterprise imaging systems can have on pioneering AI and population health efforts is just beginning to emerge.

Yale New Haven Health is one example where the power of this type of interoperability has been illustrated. As part of a research endeavour the provider developed AI-powered applications that allow head and spine CT imaging data to be pulled directly from its vendor neutral archive (VNA) and run through AI algorithms to determine ways to improve workflow efficiency in the ED.

This process allows for large volumes of imaging data to be analysed rapidly.

With the VNA interface, CT scans are randomly sampled, aggregated and anonymised in an automated fashion. If staff members had to complete this step manually, it would take five to six hours to pull and aggregate each study for the AI tool.

The standards-based vendor-neutral nature of enterprise imaging solutions also helps support broader population health initiatives by providing a platform that facilitates image sharing among different locations within a health system as well as with other healthcare providers within a region. This capability not only streamlines continuity of care for a patient but also helps to ensure regional population health initiatives are infused with the most comprehensive set of patient imaging data possible, regardless of origin. Breaking down imaging silos leads to more robust data sets, and more robust data sets provide more accurate results.

When you successfully consolidate unstructured clinical content and link it to core enterprise systems, you create a framework that can enable true health data interoperability, which means that vendors can come and go, and the health data itself remains intact.

Exponential Potential Benefit

AI is taking root across many industries at a rate that is 10 times faster, and 300 times the scale, of the industrial revolution, according to a recent report by the McKinsey Global Institute. Although McKinsey says that AI adoption in healthcare is currently at a rate lower than other industries, the overall impact of AI could be 3,000 times that of the industrial revolution.

“The healthcare industry will need to adapt its care delivery processes appropriately to successfully navigate this transformation. Combining content services with enterprise imaging solutions gives organisations the opportunity to connect all their unstructured data and create a single enterprise repository of patient-centric content that can feed AI-based technologies and improve outcomes,” concludes deCathelineau.

To learn more about building a consolidated clinical information landscape visit www.hyland.com/en-gb/healthcare.
Digitally Empowered Patients

In our digital-first society, we now use our smartphones for a plethora of tasks. It has become an extension of our lives—connecting with others, managing our finances, capturing memorable moments and so much more. They are trusted with our most valuable digital information, including our finances. It makes sense, therefore, that they are also now becoming part of our healthcare journey and arguably have been since the introduction of Fitbit, seeing users take control of their basic health statistics (even more so with the introduction of the Apple Watch ECG app in 2018).

Health organisations, including the NHS, have already started making the most of the opportunities ever-evolving technology is opening up, developing and innovating to help use data for good.

Amanda Payne, head of government services at strategic UX agency, Nomensa, explains why we should be empowering patients and putting the control back into their hands.

We know that digital technology gives us the ability to put the control back into the hands of the patient and join up the patient journey. This is one of the reasons why the NHS has always been cautious (rightly so in some cases), with decision making requiring evidence (and having to find budgets approved could be challenging). This technology, alongside NHS approved applications, can help speed up the check-up process too, helping to alleviate stresses of time-poor individuals whilst maintaining a positive patient experience, making them digitally empowered.

About the Author
Amanda Payne, Head of Government Services at strategic UX agency, Nomensa, works closely with healthcare clients including NHS Digital and more, contributing to award-winning projects with a digital-first mentality.

Dr Janak Gutchilke, CEO at Mindware Ventures, reflects on the effect COVID-19 has on the digitalisation of the NHS and what that means for digital health.

Thinking through the present operational challenges, restrictions imposed by lockdowns and changing attitudes and behaviours, it appears that digital health has been provided with an opportunity to prove its worth. I believe that, in order for digital health to have an impact that is both meaningful and sustainable, we must look ahead at both the medium term (six months from now) and the longer-term (one year from now).

Until a couple of months ago, the digital health sector has been struggling to scale their products and innovations. The NHS has always been cautious (rightly so in some cases), with decision making requiring evidence (and having to find budgets approved could be challenging). This technology, alongside NHS approved applications, can help speed up the check-up process too, helping to alleviate stresses of time-poor individuals whilst maintaining a positive patient experience, making them digitally empowered.

COVID 19
The Impact on Digital Health and Future Considerations

The effect it is currently having on the digital health sector is unprecedented, with a marked acceleration in the adoption of technology across the NHS. To maximise the positive impact in the short-term, we need to consider the medium and longer-term elements we should consider.

The NHS policymakers, managers and frontline staff are working to meet the immediate operational requirements and dealing with the substantial disruptions caused by COVID-19.

First, strict measures on social distancing and self-isolation result in the need for virtual ways of working, both for staff managing internal operations and clinicians interacting with patients.

Second, COVID-19 has shown us that we need more effective and safer ways of managing patients including...
increased hospital capacity, intensive care equipment and not to say the least, appropriate protective equipment for front line staff. Third, with a vaccine still many months away, there is a continuing need to accurately monitor, predict and plan for ongoing infection including testing, contact tracing and efficient isolation of risk and exposed people.

The NHS and the public are responding rapidly

The government passed emergency legislation to amend the Mental Health Act to relax requirements for sectioning a patient. The Excel centre was converted into the 4,000 bed Nightingale hospital in 9 days. NHSX issued pragmatic guidance to clinicians on information governance related to videoconferencing, messaging, using their own devices and sharing of information.

The NHS also put in place wider measures to roll out video conferencing in primary care including fast-tracking assurance of video products on the new Digital Care Services Framework.

The general public has also shown a growing willingness to adopt these technologies should they be made available, which longer-term could result in significant improvements to the speed in which a patient can be reviewed and appropriate care delivered.

A survey of patient contact preferences for a GP consultation agency found that 47% of respondents preferred a phone consultation, compared to just a quarter (25%) who requested a face-to-face consultation.1

Professor Marshall, Chairman of the Royal College of GPs stated on the 11th of April that the in-person GP appointments had drastically reduced from 80% in the last year to 7-8% over the last 3 weeks. He also pointed out that the majority of the virtual consultations were being done over the phone rather than via video call. The preference for more simple technology, like phone call consultations, means that the barrier of entry is a lot simpler and is able to be rolled out nationally more efficiently than implementing more complex technology systems.

The demographics of digital health adoption also appears to be changing. Analysis from online pharmacy service Echo shows a dramatic increase in over 65s using their service over the course of March2.

The pandemic has also seen rival companies work together in an interoperable fashion, with Apple and Google recently announcing they are working together to create a COVID-19 symptoms tracker to work across both iOS and Android devices.

Mindwave partner and start-up Thalamus is just one example of a health-tech company that has adapted to support the industry during the pandemic. With increased pressure on mental health services as a result of COVID-19, Thalamus is responding to new emergency Mental Health Act legislation, by accelerating new features and functions of their mobile application for social workers and doctors.

The temporary emergency legislation means that one doctor, rather than two, can sign off a Mental Health Act assessment. These measures have been introduced because the government is concerned that Covid-19 will reduce the number of mental health professionals available to help people whose mental health places them at risk.

These new features will not only support mental health practitioners to undertake their work more efficiently, they will also afford a degree of social distancing, insofar as digital notes can be transferred safely to the hospital, rather than by the practitioner having to deliver them in person. By making these changes, we hope to decrease the pressure on services and make life easier for doctors and social workers.

Six months later

In the medium term, following the firefighting phase, we will hopefully enter recovery. Within this phase, there will be three key elements to consider:

First will be around how care is delivered. Patients, clinicians and the general public will have been used to virtual interactions, online transactions and getting things done from home (including deliveries). Having gone through managing minor injuries, illnesses and routine illnesses without going to see their GPs in person, visiting the local A+E or outpatient clinic, both patients and clinicians may well consider virtual consultations as (at least) a preferred choice.

Professor Marshall believes that up to 50% of GP appointments may be conducted virtually. With NHS resources and clinician’s focus diverted to COVID-19 related patients, medical emergencies figured out quickly. To meet these challenges, the ecosystem will need to be based on open standards and have transparent evaluation and assurance framework. Some solutions will have to be replaced with others that plug the gaps.

Third will be around supporting staff through the change. Staff will need upskilling on the new ways of working. These skills will undoubtedly include digital health and communication-related skills. Communication will take a whole new form including supporting patients, carers and family virtually and also on how to work effectively with cross-organisational colleagues in social care and local government.

It appears that digital health has been provided with an opportunity to prove its worth.

and people with acute illnesses, those with chronic conditions will have been provided with information, alternate support and signposted to (including by peers with their condition) apps and technology solutions.

This will provide a good foundation to identify, develop and deploy sustainable technology-enabled self-management pathways.

Second will be around how we foster a meaningful technology ecosystem. Due to rapid uptake, there will be a number of solutions for solving similar problems. Fragmentation will be widespread. Due to rapid implementations, there will be limited unifying workflows or practice guidelines. Evaluations that were less rigorous than usual will result in some less effective and more risky solutions in the system.

A large number of new implementations will have been implemented for ‘free’ or on ‘extended trials’, commercial terms and who pays for what will have to be considered. This should also factor in emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence.

As well as rules and policies, it will be important to equip the clinical workforce to be able to better understand current technology trends and solutions and to determine which are effective and could be beneficial to their clinical practice. This education should start at undergraduate level.

It would also be (right) time that appropriate payments are moved on to an outcome-based model. There is little point paying purely for shiny kit and the latest tech. At the start, adequate attention must be paid to acquiring and engaging with users. Extra resources and specialist skills where appropriate should be allocated to support the implementation of the solutions.

Finally, the environment for continual innovation will be designed and nurtured to ensure progress does not stagnate. We must reflect on the factors that enabled rapid adoption, take time to understand user requirements and strive to strike the correct balance between openness and risk management.

To fully identify and understand all aspects of these considerations the health tech industry, policymakers, health and social care organisations, clinicians, patients and the wider public must all collaborate. This crisis has highlighted the importance of cooperation and the collective power of groups. I hope we can all work together to realise the maximum potential of digital health.

References
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4 Ways Telemedicine Innovation Improves Patient Satisfaction & Emergency Department Utilisation

Healthcare systems across the US have long been challenged by the need to improve patient satisfaction and reduce emergency department (ED) utilization. With the advent of telemedicine, healthcare providers are seeing significant improvements in these areas. In this article, we will explore four ways in which telemedicine innovation is transforming patient care and reducing ED usage.

1. Improving ER Patient Flow

It is well known that long emergency room wait times are a significant challenge for healthcare systems and hospitals across the country. The rate of emergency room visits has increased significantly over recent decades in the U.S., rising from 360 visits per 1,000 residents in 1995 to 445 in 2017, according to a report released recently by American Hospital Association. With patient volume in emergency departments expected to increase further in the near future, telemedicine is becoming a crucial tool to address this challenge.

A recent study conducted in New York-Presbyterian Hospital shows that using a telemedicine approach to triage ED patients can significantly reduce wait times. In this method, with early review of clinical history by experts, patients are categorized as “urgent,” “non-urgent,” or “emergency.” Instead of waiting in the ED, urgent patients are seen by a telemedicine provider at a nearby hospital, allowing the ED to focus on the most critical cases. This approach has led to a 42% decrease in hospital admissions post the implementation of this system.

2. Digital Stroke Care

A person experiencing a stroke loses anywhere around 2 million brain cells every minute when a rupture or blockage deprives the brain of oxygen. Unfortunately, it is difficult to comprehend without a CT scan whether the patient has a bleed or a block, and giving the wrong treatment can be lethal.

Telemedicine is streamlining cardiac care like never before. Telestroke programs connect regional hospitals with a neurological expert who can speedily assess a CT image and guide the physician on-site in the right direction. These programs have drastically improved patient outcomes and also reduce the door-to-treatment time.

3. Triaging Based On Prognostic Criteria

A large number of patients with kidney stones return to the ED a number of times due to repeating symptoms. Patients then tend to receive duplicative imaging studies and are often admitted to the hospital. Once admitted, most physicians and patients expect resolution preceding discharge through potentially futile surgical care for simple stones.

According to one recent report, most ED visits don’t require immediate attention. In order of increased severity, visits are categorized as “non-urgent,” “urgent,” “emergency,” and immediate. Additionally, only 9% of emergency department visits are categorized as “emergency,” while 1% require immediate attention. The majority of cases are considered “urgent.”

To tackle this problem, Minnesota-based HealthEast Care System came up with an innovative telemedicine approach that offers expert care in decision making with respect to hospital admission and to facilitate outpatient management with same day and next-day visits using a dedicated subspesialty stone management clinic.

4. Mental Health Assessments in ED

Multiple types of coercion that bring individuals with mental illnesses into treatment sometimes have considerable implications for their potential to receive care that is responsive to and respectful of their individual needs, preferences, and values—what the Quality Chasm report refers to as “patient-centered care.”

The aim of patient-centered care and its associated rules emphasize:

- clinical care that is based on individual patient preferences, needs, values, and decision making; and
- patient access to and receipt of information that permits well-informed health care decisions.

Healthcare providers frequently face fundamental barriers in getting such patients to reach a decision. Allina Group of Hospitals and Clinics, based out of Minnesota, faced a similar problem. The organization wasn’t certain about how it could provide access to mental health specialty care at points of critical decisions at Allina Regional sites that currently do not have the volume to support on-site staffing.

To curb this shortcoming, the organization leveraged the telemedicine technology to provide the same high quality Mental Health assessment and treatment plan no matter where a patient presents for care. The organization now has specialty care providers in emergency departments. Patients receive an aggressive mental health assessment and temperament planning by a licensed clinician which is documented in a standard EMR for continuity of care.

The technology allows almost immediate face to face contact with the patient, their family and ED treatment team. Patient wait times to access specialty mental health care and time spent in the ED have considerably reduced. Better assessments reduce the practice of ‘defensive decisions’ to admit patients when in doubt, thus reducing unnecessary admission. Patients are provided with more comprehensive resources and referrals when discharged from the ED.

Closing Words

While telemedicine solutions are still in the premature stages of implementation for emergency care, they will certainly continue to develop and build upon their initial successes. Technology and innovation have become indispensable in traversing the healthcare landscape.

Telemedicine uniquely harnesses technology to provide convenient high quality care and patient access. Healthcare experts across the globe are of the opinion that the enhancement and expansion of telemedicine will garner overall improvements in healthcare, from outcomes to provider satisfaction to patient experience; and take emergency department utilization to the next level.
OMRON has announced the launch of WheezeScan, the world’s first clinically validated device to detect the presence of a wheeze in young children.

The new device provides parents, doctors and caregivers the ability to discern if a child is wheezing – subsequently providing the confidence and clarity over next steps that will need to be actioned in line with a child’s treatment plan.

WheezeScan has been intuitively designed for straightforward, accurate detection. Parents simply hold it below their child’s right collarbone for 30 seconds and wait for a “Wheeze” or “No Wheeze” identification. In addition, WheezeScan’s design is sleek and ergonomic, light and portable, allowing parents to have it with them at all times and remove any uncertainty in moments of breathing distress.

The new device provides an objective assessment of the presence of wheezing, removing the guesswork, doubt and indecision enabling parents of children with asthmatic symptoms to confidently follow the doctor’s treatment plan.

Wheezing is a whistling or rattling sound on the breath and is the most common symptom of asthma in children under the age of 5. Despite this, at least 44% of parents struggle to clearly identify wheezing sounds before the onset of an asthma attack.1 This can be for a number of reasons, including:

- The prospect of a looming asthma attack causes anxiety and hesitation
- Wheezes don’t always sound the same
- Children are too young to articulate what they’re experiencing

According to Lucía Prada, Marketing Director of OMRON Healthcare Europe, “as a mother of two, I know how stressful it is having a sick child, and how powerless this can make you feel when you cannot figure out how to help them. WheezeScan was designed to give parents confidence in the adequate management of their children’s asthmatic condition. As the first step towards our Zero Asthma attacks vision, it brings into concrete action our vision to do everything we can to minimize the impact that asthma has on patients, and particularly children”.

The device’s advanced listening technology was designed to identify sounds in a child’s wheezing that parents may not be able to hear. A diaphragm of micron-width material detects low-volume wheezing. This, combined with an HD quality microphone, a built-in noise cancelling system, and a specialised on-board computer allows the device to provide a clear “wheeze” or “no wheeze” reading. In addition, a protective internal case ensures durability and long-term accuracy.

WheezeScan also pairs with its companion app, AsthmaDiary for mobile devices. The app keeps track of wheeze episodes, enabling parents to log data of potential trigger factors and response to medication, as well as identifying trends. What’s more, parents can then equip doctors with details about the frequency of wheezing episodes, allowing for more tailored development of control plans.

André Van Gils, CEO & President of OMRON Healthcare Europe comments, “Our Going For Zero promise tells us to do everything we can to enable people to get more out of life because they’re not controlled by their condition. With this in mind, we have developed the WheezeScan, which marks a new milestone in our quest to equip people with the best tools to achieve an accurate level of detection and monitoring when it truly counts. As the global leader in respiratory therapy, introducing preventative, highly portable healthcare technology to provide relief right when people need it, is amongst our biggest priorities.”

Algorithm Identifies Chest X-rays from COVID-19 Patients as ‘Abnormal’

An artificial intelligence-based algorithm has been found to quickly identify chest X-rays from COVID-19 patients as ‘abnormal’. The red dot solution from behold.ai has the potential to provide ‘instant triage’ that could speed up diagnosis of COVID-19 individuals and ensure resources are allocated properly.

“The majority of deaths from COVID-19 are owing to pneumonia in the lungs of vulnerable patients. Pneumonia is a potentially life-threatening condition caused by a number of pathogens including, directly or indirectly, COVID-19 infection. Our algorithm can detect abnormal chest X-rays including pneumonia almost instantly. Out of 28 X-rays reviewed from patients with COVID-19, we correctly identified 85% of them as ‘abnormal’ using red dot,” said Dr Tom Naughton Morgan MB FRCS FRCR, Chief Medical Officer, behold.ai.

“As we evaluate further positive cases from across the world, including here in the UK, our results will need to be validated. This will increase the utility of our ‘instant triage’ and potentially help reduce the burden on healthcare systems as more and more cases of pneumonia present and require rapid diagnosis.”

The data follows recent news that behold.ai’s algorithm has been cleared by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Commercial roll-out in the US is planned for later this year.

“Our technology can make a big difference in patient safety, and the delivery of care and cost-savings to health services. It is available here and now to help manage the increased burden that will fall on health systems like the NHS in the coming weeks,” said Simon Raulston, Chairman and Chief Executive, behold.ai.

Algorithm for Radiology Triage Receives FDA Clearance

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently cleared the use of behold.ai’s red dot algorithm for ‘instant triage’ in radiology. The clearance applies to the life-threatening condition of collapsed lung (pneumothorax) and alerts radiologists as soon as the X-ray image is captured.

‘Instant triage’ offers clear benefits over conventional human-read processes when time is of the essence; the algorithm can also help reduce the cost of diagnosis in conjunction with other products. The Company will charge for this benefit on a per exam basis. The clearance gives behold.ai immediate access to the world’s largest market for medical devices and commercial rollout of the radiology AI solution, in the US, is planned for later this year.

SilverCloud Health Announces $16M Series B Funding

SilverCloud Health, the world’s leading digital mental health platform for individuals, health plans and employers is to enhance its range of therapy programmes in the UK as part of expansion plans after securing $16m (£13m pounds sterling) funding from leading health investment groups.

The new funding round will see the company further developing its innovative approaches to therapy, addressing the range of psychological conditions across all age groups. This will include the UK and Europe, and also further expand the geographical reach of its services in the US.

Founded in 2012, SilverCloud’s mental health programmes are used globally by more than 300 organisations including more than 70% of NHS mental health services. It offers more than 30 mental health programmes across the spectrum of mental health from wellness and resilience, through to severe mental health and chronic concerns.

“We are committed to providing truly impactful mental health support to all those with need,” said Ken Cahill, CEO of SilverCloud. “The need has never been greater than during this unprecedented global crisis. SilverCloud enables easier access to clinically validated mental health care that shows results equivalent to face-to-face care for the 1 in 5 people with a diagnosable mental health condition. With millions of people being asked to stay home and health systems needing to prioritise care, we recognise the heightened need for virtual support as the world copes with the COVID-19 pandemic. In response, SilverCloud is providing its clients, free of charge, expanded access to them to even more healthcare professionals, their families and patients to help make a difference for those in need in the current crisis.”

The new - Series B - funding round, led by MemorialCare Innovation Fund, and which included other US healthcare groups LRV Health, OSP Ventures and Unity Point Health Ventures, has helped secure the company’s total funding to more than $30 million and brings together a group of healthcare investors with extensive experience in the US healthcare market.

It will see the company, which has offices in Dublin, London and Boston, enhancing its current global portfolio, expanding availability of its programme offerings in the US and enabling additional research and clinical trials to be conducted. SilverCloud will also expand its presence in Europe, with new and existing partners like Thieme Telecare, part of the Thieme Group and one of the leading providers of integrated care in Germany. Existant investors ACT Venture Capital and B Capital Group, participated in the round as well.

The SilverCloud platform, used by more than 350,000 users and growing by more than 15,000 users per month, has demonstrated results on par with face-to-face therapy in multiple randomised controlled trials. Beyond its industry-leading results in clinical trials, its real-world evidence demonstrates that more than 65 percent of SilverCloud users have shown significant decreases in depression and anxiety symptoms.

SilverCloud’s programmes are evidence-based and involve clinical experts and users in the design and development of the mental and behavioural health interventions. Backed by over 17 years of research including partnerships with leading academic institutions, SilverCloud has seen exponential year-over-year growth since 2012.

Raj Ganguly, Co-founder and Partner, B Capital Group, said: “Our investment in SilverCloud Health is driven by our confidence in its team, its proven track record working with global health organisations and its esteemed partner network. This new capital will enable SilverCloud Health to continue to innovate, expand and broadly deploy its programmes to the millions of individuals who need them.”

The past year has seen some significant developments for SilverCloud. In October, it announced a research partnership with Microsoft to improve outcomes through artificial intelligence, based at Microsoft Labs in Cambridge, England. In December, it was announced that the SilverCloud platform would be included in digital health formulary of ExpressScripts, the largest independent manager of pharmacy benefits in the US.

This further shows how digital therapeutics solutions are becoming a critical component of mental health treatment and support, and how SilverCloud is determined to stay the leader in delivering outstanding outcomes. More than 94 per cent of users of SilverCloud’s scalable and responsive platform said the programmes are helpful, relevant and supported them toward their goals.

SilverCloud Health is planning to invest the new funding in expanding its existing partnerships as well as developing new programmes that will help accelerate the delivery of mental health care across the world. With a focus on innovating, SilverCloud is making its technology available to help public health authorities and health systems to effectively manage this crisis.

Global COVID-19 Clinical Trial Tracker

Cytel Inc. has launched an open-access global COVID-19 Clinical Trial Tracker to help facilitate greater collaboration between researchers, policymakers, clinicians, journalists, philanthropists, and other critical stakeholders who need to understand the complex dynamics of the global response to finding a solution to the COVID-19 outbreak.

This will enable them to make more informed and pragmatic decisions on how to channel scarce resources. Clinicians and local government need to know what trials are taking place in their community to ensure that the right patients receive the right exploratory treatment, while philanthropists and Federal policy-makers deserve a one-stop shop to determine which are the most promising early phase treatment results.

Fundied in part by The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, a leader in global health solutions, this live dashboard allows users to offer an overview of all the trials taking place in the international effort to tackle the pandemic. One of the most difficult challenges facing those seeking a COVID-19 treatment is how little data exists about this disease. Early investigators are relying on guesswork to determine which therapies to investigate. Collating information in one place on the growing numbers of trials, will enable decision-makers to compare treatments more easily as they determine which to investigate further.

Joshua Schultz, Chief Executive Officer at Cytel, explained, “While much of the world is isolating, the scientific and clinical communities are coming together to fight the COVID-19 virus. United by an unprecedented sense of urgency, there is a level of collaboration that we’ve not seen before, and, despite the current pressures on the healthcare system, hundreds of hospitals are still committed to working on clinical trials. At Cytel, we have been supporting numerous clients in developing statistically rigorous models for fast data analysis and addressing the various challenges the pandemic presents.”
FibriCheck App Automatically Detects both Silent and Intermittent Atrial Fibrillation at Night

FibriCheck has announced another world premiere: the first smartwatch app that automatically monitors users’ heart rhythms during their sleep.

The app, which can be integrated into any brand of smartwatch, detects episodes of both intermittent and silent atrial fibrillation (AF), where symptoms are only felt on and off or not at all, making diagnosis extremely difficult. FibriCheck’s latest innovation offers an easy and effective solution for detecting the most common form of heart rhythm disorder which is responsible for 1 in 4 strokes. As such, it represents a unique opportunity for smartwatch manufacturers to add genuine value to their products in the form of potentially life-saving, built-in technology.

Atrial fibrillation is the most common form of heart rhythm disorder and is responsible for around 25% of all strokes; the vast majority of which are entirely preventable with timely diagnosis and treatment. FibriCheck’s latest innovation for smartwatch has been developed to detect the heart rhythm disorder when a person is asleep, even in cases where there are no apparent symptoms.

Smartwatches with the FibriCheck app installed automatically measure your heart rhythm every five minutes while you sleep. When you wake up, you have instant access to a detailed overview along with notifications which you can forward to your doctor for follow-up and/or treatment.

Until now, atrial fibrillation could only be detected via expensive medical examinations in a clinical setting. Which is why many people do not have themselves tested, despite the relatively high risk: 1 in 4 people over the age of 40 will develop the condition in their lifetime.

Lars Grieten, CEO FibriCheck: “Our goal is to make it as easy as possible for people to know if they have a heart rhythm irregularity, to prevent AF strokes from happening.”

“The FibriCheck heart rhythm app is a device-agnostic medical software application that can easily be integrated into any phone or wearable product that uses PPG (photoplethysmography) sensors.

For smartphone, smartwatch and consumer technology companies, this opens up new possibilities to expand product offerings and provide consumers with innovative ways to manage their health and health-related conditions, including better heart health.”

Extensively validated in clinical settings
FibriCheck is the first medical CE- and FDA-certified app that enables regular and long-term heart rhythm screening. It has been extensively validated in clinical settings as well as large clinical trials in free-living conditions, indicating state-of-the-art performance of its algorithms. Clinical studies have been conducted and comparisons made to state-of-the-art ECG (electrocardiogram) devices such as those of the Apple Watch and the AliveCor KardiaBand.

At present, the new medical smartwatch app is undergoing the final stages of user testing and will be available for smartwatch manufacturers worldwide as of the second half of 2020. One major smartwatch manufacturer has already reached an agreement to integrate the FibriCheck technology in their products.

Fully continuous monitoring
FibriCheck was recently selected as a high impact innovation by the 2020 NHS Innovation Accelerator (NIA) programme, another step in commercially expanding and scaling up FibriCheck’s market reach. One of the company’s upcoming projects includes making fully continuous monitoring a reality. In this not-too-distant scenario, users will be able to have their heart rhythm monitored constantly and automatically, even during the day.

Lars Grieten, CEO FibriCheck: “This is the first step in turning consumer devices into fully automated medical diagnostic devices. Our next steps will be to add even more devices, and more frequent monitoring, to improve the user experience and make it easier to deliver better capabilities supporting heart health.”

Medical Grade COVID-19 Remote Diagnosis App
SDG Group, has announced the launch of an app (Docdot) that will help healthcare professionals address the challenge of finding and monitoring potentially positive individuals, while limiting the risk of exposure of health professionals and other individuals.

Docdot is an AI-assisted mobile app that allows doctors to remotely monitor and ultimately prevent the spread of COVID-19 with a geo-referenced telemonitoring and televisit solution. A modified version aimed at organisations supporting employees to safely return to work will be available soon.

Quicker, more accurate and comprehensive than alternatives, Docdot is the first remote monitoring and triage tool with the potential to transform the diagnosis, management and treatment of those with suspected COVID-19, while helping to slow its spread.

Designed and developed by a team of world-class telemedicine and data scientists, Docdot uses a unique combination of light signal processing and AI technologies to convert light reflected from blood vessels in your face into highly accurate real-time vital sign measurements, including:

- Heart rate (BPM)
- Oxygen saturation (SpO2)
- Respiration (rpm)
DataRobot and InterSystems Partner to Accelerate Adoption of AI in Healthcare

DataRobot and InterSystems have announced a partnership designed to accelerate the application of AI in healthcare. Through an integration and reseller agreement, the partnership makes it easier for InterSystems customers to integrate predictions and insights from DataRobot’s enterprise AI platform into their healthcare applications.

The DataRobot enterprise AI platform provides automation across the entire AI lifecycle, accelerating and streamlining a user’s journey from data to value. Through this partnership, the enterprise AI platform will be integrated with InterSystems IRIS® data platform and InterSystems for Health, the world’s first and only data platform specifically engineered to extract value from healthcare data.

“Healthcare is prime for disruption in ways that benefit patients, providers, and payers, and AI represents the next frontier,” said Bill Hobh, SVP of Marketing, DataRobot. “Our partnership with InterSystems makes it easier for users to leverage the power of AI to deliver high-quality care, improve patient experience and outcomes, all while reducing the cost of care through AI-driven efficiencies.”

DataRobot’s enterprise AI platform will augment InterSystems’ IntegratedML, a capability that gives developers access to AutoML capabilities directly from SQL. This allows InterSystems IRIS and IRIS for Health customers to embed predictions within their existing applications in a simple, intuitive, and scalable way. InterSystems’ technology simplifies the data acquisition, normalization, and other “data wrangling,” and DataRobot’s technology simplifies the entire AI process from feature engineering and modeling to deployment and monitoring. This will accelerate delivery and time to value of ML/AI capabilities in real-time decisioning applications.

“DataRobot’s enterprise AI platform is a natural extension across all InterSystems deployments using our IntegratedML, both in healthcare and also in other industries,” said Scott Gnau, head of Data Platforms for InterSystems. “This enables developers to easily include machine learning and AI extensions, creating real-time enhanced decisions and analytics for their applications. It makes operations robust as well. IntegratedML is built into InterSystems IRIS and IRIS for Health – a secure and reliable platform that runs many of the world’s most health-critical applications, and DataRobot brings in best-in-class MLOps.”

DataRobot and InterSystems have announced a partnership designed to accelerate the application of AI in healthcare. Through an integration and reseller agreement, the partnership makes it easier for InterSystems customers to integrate predictions and insights from DataRobot’s enterprise AI platform into their healthcare applications.

The DataRobot enterprise AI platform provides automation across the entire AI lifecycle, accelerating and streamlining a user's journey from data to value. Through this partnership, the enterprise AI platform will be integrated with InterSystems IRIS® data platform and InterSystems for Health, the world's first and only data platform specifically engineered to extract value from healthcare data.

"Healthcare is prime for disruption in ways that benefit patients, providers, and payers, and AI represents the next frontier," said Bill Hobh, SVP of Marketing, DataRobot. "Our partnership with InterSystems makes it easier for users to leverage the power of AI to deliver high-quality care, improve patient experience and outcomes, all while reducing the cost of care through AI-driven efficiencies."
Skin Analytics Pilots AI Skin Cancer Community Assessment Service

University Hospitals Birmingham NHS Foundation Trust (UHB) and AI specialist Skin Analytics are to pilot a new skin cancer community assessment service to safely reduce delays in skin cancer detection and treatment during the Coronavirus pandemic.

There are around 8-13 million GP appointments booked for skin cancer assessments every year across the UK. Around 16,200 people are diagnosed with melanoma, which is now the fifth most common cancer in Britain. While 2,300 people die each year, the survival rates improve significantly if the disease is caught early. By introducing a tele-dermatology service, UHB referred patients will have potentially cancerous skin lesions assessed and receive life-saving treatment sooner.

During the pilot, referred patients will be provided with skin cancer triage outside of the hospital setting, using AI technology to capture high quality images of those lesions which may be melanoma and requiring priority investigation by a Dermatologist, and those that are safe to defer according to the BAD guidelines. The service will help flatten the demand curve to manage the ongoing clinical risk when social isolation measures are lifted, and the latent demand is released.

If the pilot proves to be successful, it will be considered if this model of care can be continued past the Coronavirus pandemic for the benefit of patients in the future.

Nick Barlow, Director of Applied Digital Health, UHB said: “Identifying patients with melanoma over the coming weeks or months and providing treatment sooner will provide significant benefits. Managing the clinical risk and finding the patients who need treatment for melanoma will also be a key focus for hospitals well beyond the COVID-19 crisis. I’m incredibly proud of the way the UHB team worked with Skin Analytics to safely design and launch this pilot in just a few short weeks.”

The AI triage service is powered by Skin Analytics DERM solution, a clinically validated, CE certified medical solution that can identify 11 lesion types including Melanoma, Non-Melanoma skin cancers, Precancerous lesions and benign lesions.

Neil Daly, CEO of Skin Analytics said: “The AI triage pathway delivers two benefits for the health system through capacity and demand management for dermatology cancer services. It has been an incredible effort to get this service ready so quickly and is a great example of how well the NHS is responding to the challenge of COVID-19.”

Patients who are concerned about a skin lesion or mole can attend the clinic, which has been set up so that the trust’s clinical photographers work with Skin Analytics to safely capture an image of the patient’s lesion which is then assessed by the AI solution and if the lesion is determined to be cancerous, a Dermatologist will remotely review and place the patient on the correct treatment pathway.

App Ensures Patient Access to Specialist Care during COVID-19

A health tech platform is reducing pressure on hospital services by enabling GPs and paramedics to screen COVID-19 patients in collaboration with specialists via an app.

Cinapsis, allows patients to be assessed by specialists as part of their GP appointment or 999 call response, enabling clinicians to pool their expertise and work together to support patients remotely.

The digital triage platform, founded by NHS surgeon Owain Rhys Hughes, connects primary care clinicians such as GPs and community lead nurses with consultants from the local NHS Trust who can provide advice about a patient’s management in real time, including using images. This enables assessments to be made in situ, reducing unnecessary person-to-person contacts and patient trips to hospital.

With health professionals keen to stress that anyone with health worries should still seek help, the app means patients can continue to access consultant and advice as part of their GP appointment.

In Gloucestershire, for example, Cinapsis is being used across the One Gloucestershire Integrated Care System (ICS) which includes Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Gloucestershire Health and Care NHS Foundation Trust, South Western Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust, NHS Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group and all of its 73 GP practices.

Thanks to this, some 32% of patients with suspected COVID-19 whose GPs or paramedics were able to offer alternatives to hospital care were instead managed at home, relieving pressure on the NHS at this critical time.

Dr Malcolm Gerald, lead GP on the Cinapsis project in Gloucestershire, says, “Not only are we helping to reassure and better manage our patients by giving them the benefit of specialist advice, we are also reducing demand on busy hospitals by making properly informed decisions. Our data shows that following discussion with a specialist around a third of COVID-19 patients whose referring clinician had significant concerns about them did not need to be admitted to hospital. This has reduced unnecessary patient, family and staff exposure to the virus, whilst keeping important bed space free for those most in need.”

Cinapsis is a smart referral system which uses a mobile or desktop app to seamlessly put primary care clinicians in direct contact with the right specialist via their mobile phone or a landline. It can also allow messages, images and video to be used – and all in a data-secure environment.

The referrer can make a single call, receive the best available advice, forward summary documents to the specialist and arrange transport if needed. Specialists can manage their rotas with ease, respond to calls directly from the receiving department, sharing work across their team and prioritising cases.

All advice is recorded and an electronic letter summarising the consultation is sent to the patient’s GP practice.

The referrer can make a single call, receive the best available advice, forward summary documents to the specialist and arrange transport if needed. Specialists can manage their rotas with ease, respond to calls directly from the receiving department, sharing work across their team and prioritising cases. All advice is recorded and an electronic letter summarising the consultation is sent to the patient’s GP practice.
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Implications of COVID-19 on the Global HealthTech Industry

The COVID-19 outbreak continues to rampage major cities, countries and continents across the globe. Apart from societies, COVID-19 has been equally devastating for major economies of the world, predominantly the healthcare sector. Prominent stakeholders continue to adjust their strategy with the rapidly evolving situation.

COVID-19 is expected to have major long-term consequences on the healthcare industry. Countries and key players will have to undergo crucial healthcare reforms once the crisis takes a back seat.

Technological advancements, cost control, and greater access will be indispensable part of healthcare reforms in foreseeable future.

Leading Pharmaceutical Companies to Benefit from Global Pandemic

In the light of ongoing disruption spurred by COVID-19, most companies would have to adopt new business models and philosophies for better management of potential outbreaks in future. Countries with enormous healthcare spending are likely to benefit from this pandemic. Companies are escalating the production of diagnostic tests and therapeutics in the race to effectively identify and treat patients suffering from this highly communicable respiratory disease. Eventually, the company which successfully develops and launches vaccine for COVID-19 would cross the finish line. However, a commercially viable vaccine is still 12-18 months away. Leading pharmaceutical companies are receiving impetus from governments to accelerate the human trials of vaccine.

Besides, other companies which are likely to benefit from this pandemic are those which produce ventilators, hospital beds, face masks, safety gears, and other medical equipment. However, with numerous countries banning the export of medical equipment, the global supply chain has been severely affected. The domestic production on the other hand continues to surge with several entrepreneurs offering to manufacture medical gears and equipment.

Hospitals Continue to be Overwhelmed with COVID-19 Patients

Hospitals are the worst affected by this pandemic. COVID-19 has taken a huge toll on healthcare professionals, particularly in developed countries such as Italy, Spain, France, and the United States. Healthcare experts fear that developing countries might be on the same trajectory where the outcome can be even worse in the absence of proper health infrastructure. Patients with existing conditions are experiencing delays in elective surgeries with doctors and nurses working non-stop to treat COVID-19 patients. Lack of liquidity and administrative overload are causing delays in reimbursements as well. These are short-term consequences which the healthcare industry is already witnessing.

Long-term Consequences of COVID-19: Reorganisation of Healthcare Agenda

In the next 6-12 months, major players would have to expand their capacities and divert most of their human and financial resources towards COVID-19 management. Funding will continue to be a major constraint in the effective management of COVID-19, particularly making the vaccine accessible for the poorest of the poor. The current pandemic has exposed critical shortcomings in healthcare infrastructure, even in countries with world-class medical facilities. When the crisis subsides, countries will have to reorganise their healthcare agenda. The future reforms will be centred on cost, coverage, and quality of healthcare. With more political support, healthcare industry is likely to carve out major chunks of resource share in foreseeable future.

Digital Health: Future of Healthcare

In the midst of current outbreak, digital health and telehealth have taken a forefront seat. COVID-19 has reemphasised the importance of remote diagnosis, consultation and treatment. Regulatory and behavioural obstacles have been slowing the growth of telehealth in the past few years. However, with many healthcare providers giving consultation over video conferencing and phone calls at present, the growth of this segment will augment significantly. With 3.6 million of the elderly living by themselves and 1.9 million experiencing delays in elective surgeries, digital health and telehealth have taken a front seat.
individual needs. Loneliness is a complex issue to solve but little changes can make a big difference.

Reducing pressure on the care ecosystem

The current Coronavirus crisis has resulted in the NHS turning its attention to technology to help alleviate pressure. While it’s unfortunate that it’s taken a global pandemic to start implementing digital solutions – it’s a lesson for the future.

How Technology Supports the Detection and Diagnosis of Cardiac Conditions

Justin Hall, Vice President and General Manager EMEA, iRhythm Technologies discusses how AI-driven solutions are making it possible to provide earlier warning signs, enabling the identification and management of patients who might otherwise be undiagnosed with a heart condition.

We’re currently seeing some very practical and positive cases of artificial intelligence being introduced across healthcare – how can AI technologies benefit cardiology specifically?

Today, artificial intelligence can help doctors to monitor, assess and diagnose many different kinds of conditions. Enabled by deep learning algorithms, such technologies have been shown to reduce the number of patient appointments, improve current detection methods and encourage a digital-first approach to healthcare. It’s no wonder that a recent report from MIT Technology Review discovered that 79% of health-care professionals are increasing their budget for AI applications in 2020.

For cardiology specifically, these advances have allowed for the development of new methods of monitoring for serious heart conditions, changing standards for both patients and practitioners. Cardiac monitors, for example, are now powered by the world’s largest heart-rhythm databases and can support the detection of serious conditions with greater accuracy. Poor signals and loose wires – both of which have previously caused critical knowledge gaps in the data gathered – are no longer an issue, therefore revolutionising the amount of time it takes to support a detailed and exact diagnosis.

These modern, AI-driven solutions are making it possible to provide earlier warning signs, enabling the identification and management of patients who might otherwise be undiagnosed with a heart condition, until they have a cardiac event, such as a stroke. This actionable heart data and early detection have the potential to lower hospitalisation rates for the NHS, while providing a better standard of care for patients.

What are the obstacles that both practitioners and patients face currently when it comes to detecting and diagnosing cardiac arrhythmias? How is iRhythm effectively overcoming them?

Now tasked with seeing more patients in less time; healthcare professionals need assurance in the methods they are deploying in order to diagnose cardiac arrhythmias. Part of the current problem, however, is that existing – and in many cases, outdated – processes are neither quick, nor completely accurate.

Take atrial fibrillation (AF), for example; a vascular condition that is known to increase a patient’s stroke risk by five times, and therefore contributes to just under one in five strokes in the UK. According to one study, the traditional and widely used Holter device captures only 47% of atrial fibrillations due to its short, inconsistent wear time.

Without an incomplete and unrepresented data set, clinicians may not have enough data to feel comfortable relying on the information gathered to form an accurate diagnosis. This could lead to patients having to schedule multiple appointments before an arrhythmia is discovered and managed – resulting in potential critical health impacts, as well as repeated pressure on the NHS.

iRhythm’s Zio service involves using a small wearable heart monitor that attaches to the patient’s chest for 14 days, using a biosensor while the patient goes about their daily life. Part of the analysis process uses cloud-based data analytics, with proprietary technologies, that take data from millions of previously tested heartbeats.

Compared to traditional cardiac monitoring devices, the Zio service streamlines the patient diagnostic journey – ensuring patients and clinicians get the answers they need for the right treatment path. Recent data, taken from a mHealth Screening to Prevent Strokes (mStoPS) trial has shown that Zio enables a more targeted detection of silent AF in an at-risk population, resulting in a significantly higher rate of AF diagnosis (3.9%) than in those who received routine care (9%).

What does the future roadmap look like for iRhythm?

Ultimately our goal is to redefine the way in which arrhythmias are diagnosed, making detection faster and more efficient. Our roadmap – which we hope will enable us to achieve this – is probably best spoken about when broken into short term and long-term objectives.

In the short term, we are scaling our UK business in order to reach and help more patients within both the National Health Service and private sector. We have submitted to NICE, on an accelerated pathway for innovative technology, which should help patients access our service once the NICE process has successfully completed.

Long term, we continue to increase our network in order to address the needs of the millions of patients living with undiagnosed atrial fibrillation. Our recent partnership announcement with Verily – which brought together our expertise in artificial intelligence enabled arrhythmia diagnosis and Verily’s advanced health data analytics – is an example of how we hope to achieve this. When it comes to detection, time is of the essence – the earlier patients are diagnosed the quicker they are put on the right treatment path.

How Technology Supports the Detection and Diagnosis of Cardiac Conditions

Redesigned Cancer Pathway Delivers Faster Results Using Innovative Imaging Tech

Patients who do and don’t have bowel cancer are notified much sooner as radiologists at the UK’s University Hospitals of North Midlands transform pathways and innovate with imaging technology.

Patients undergoing CT colonography scans are being quickly notified if they do or do not have bowel cancer, following the recent partnership announcement with Verity – which brought together our expertise in artificial intelligence enabled arrhythmia diagnosis and Verily’s advanced health data analytics – is an example of how we hope to achieve this.
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Patients who show no signs of bowel cancer are also being noti-
fied and discharged weeks sooner in a new pilot project at the trust – helping to avoid any unnecessary anxiety for the patient.

Traditionally if a scan doesn’t show signs of cancer, the imaging joins a queue to be reported. Once a radiologist has done the report it is sent to a surgeon’s secretary, who then gives it to the surgeon. The surgeon dictates a letter, which is written by the secretary and eventually sent to the patient.

“That whole loop can take around three to four weeks, or in some cases months, during which time patients are worried they may have cancer,” said Dr Britton. “The 97% of patients we see who don’t have cancer need to know quicker. Our pilot project is changing that. If I know the patient doesn’t have cancer at the point of my report, I now issue a standard letter directly to the patient from our multi-disciplinary team telling them so. We are now discharging patients from scan to report in around 16 days – meaning patients know they don’t have cancer days or even weeks earlier, putting their mind at ease, and saving time as the patient isn’t chasing their GP.”

The developments come as recruitment challenges and contin-
guously growing demand are leaving many NHS imaging depart-
ments struggling to manage reporting backlogs.

A 2018 report from the Royal College of Radiologists found that 98% of trusts were unable to meet their reporting requirements within radiologists’ contracted hours, and that demand for com-
plex imaging scans such as CT and MRI had increased by 10% per year for the previous five years. And a separate report from the Care Quality Commission found huge variation in reporting delays, calling for local and national action to address the prob-
lem and to keep people safe from harm.

The new approaches also came as a new national target for pa-
tients to be told whether they have cancer is set to be put in prac-

Dr Marius Grima, consultant paediatric radiologist and clinical information officer for children’s, women’s & diagnostics divi-
sion at University Hospitals of North Midlands NHS Trust, said: “This is about making the most of technology so that we can cope with growing demand, meet national requirements and help to improve care – escalating patients who do have colorectal cancer, and quickly de-escalating those who don’t. Our imaging technology works so well, and is so reliable that we no longer need to think about IT. This means that we have the bandwidth to think about using the system to the full, and to change our pathways to improve the patient’s experience.”

Jane Rendall, managing director for UK and Ireland at Sectra, said: “Ingenuity demonstrated by healthcare professionals at University Hospitals of North Midlands is what technology in the NHS should be about. It’s not about IT. It’s about how peo-
ple can use it to deliver better patient care, and a better patient experience. I hope other hospitals can replicate this success to spread the same benefits to many more patients.”

Transforming the Patient Experience

By Claire Best, VP Life Science Industry, Dassault Systèmes

The world around us is evolving at a rapid pace. From industries, to jobs and the technology we use, businesses are constantly transforming to set new stan-
dards and exceed consumer expectations.

Regardless of the industry, automotive, retail or even healthcare, the appetite for innovation and new technologies is greater than ever.

For years, the healthcare sector has had to rely on lengthy testing phases, slow product developments and costly patient trials, meaning that new treatments and devices typically took years or even decades to come to market. However, the rise of cloud-based services, robotics, automation, virtualization and 3D print-
ing has opened the door for more inno-
vative treatments and delivery systems created through sustainable product development and increased collaboration across the value chain.

Private sector input into public health-
care, driven by increasing consumer demand and a mandate to offer more effective ways of saving lives, is improv-
ing both short and long-term patient care. As technology continues to evolve and patient demands shift, we’ll see more tailored solutions reaching a wider net-
work of patients, ushering in a new age of modern medicine and care.

What will the shift in healthcare mean?

Patients nowadays are looking for bespoke care, tailored to their specific needs delivered to them where it is most con-
venient. They are more informed about treatment options and come armed with personal data and a willingness to share it in exchange for the best experience. To manage increased complexity and drive this system-wide shift in care, the healthcare sector needs collaborative and sustainable innovation partnerships to enable value chain transformation. Devel-
oping medical treatments has never been easy, fast or inexpensive and the cost of a mistake can be profound. However, there are ways to reduce costs, risks and time to market. We’re now seeing more pub-
lic and private health organisations turn to intuitive virtual platforms to address common issues with bringing devices, drugs and various other treatments to market sooner.

3D design and virtualisation platforms offer the necessary collaborative tools for fluid sharing of information throughout the development phases, critical for deliv-
ering the best product possible. They help to identify and minimise design or man-
ufacturing faults, reduce the potential of adverse side-effects and lead to improved patient outcomes.

Faster research, prod-
uct development and custom manu-
facturing processes help medical R&D teams bring life-changing treatments to patients quicker than ever before.

Dassault Systèmes is a key partner to healthcare organisations around the world, helping to accelerate the develop-
ment of clever new solutions overcoming the traditional constraints of physical product testing. Our 3DEXPERIENCE platform is designed to bring together all key stakeholders to collaborate on the design, development and deployment of medical products. Curating products, devices and treatments through virtual environments offers new perspectives and insight into this process, giving sci-
extists and engineers a 360-degree view of how they are produced and brought to market.

Sustainable innovation put into practice

The IASO project, named after the Greek goddess of recovery, is a showcase exam-
ple of how sustainable innovation and collaboration tools can come together to put patients at the heart of medical care innovation. Designed to demonstrate the value that the 3DEXPERIENCE plat-
form can bring to Life Sciences compa-
nies, IASO represents a next generation delivery system for oncology care. In high-tech, high-volume wearable injec-
tor collects patient data on heart rate, sleeping patterns and eating habits. By collating real-world patient data, devices like this can identify the patient’s reac-
tion to a specific treatment, notify them of when they need to take prescriptions and, in the case of chronic diseases, even collate information about remission, so patients can be treated urgently and limit the progression of the disease. By unpeeling the layers required to deliver a game-changing patient experience, manu-
facturers will immediately see why this is the future of medicine.

For patients living in parts of the coun-
try where accessing a clinic can prove a challenge, home treatment is hugely ben-
eficial. In urban areas where patients can sometimes wait weeks before seeing a GP; these bespoke medical solutions limit the need for patients to visit a clinic or A&E. Instead, the device can help with selfdiag-
nosis, allowing more medical specialists to utilise the full potential of telemedicine.

IASO was made possible through use of Dassault Systèmes gam changer collabora-
tive virtual experience platform. Creat-
ing new devices virtually means that new ideas and creations can be continuously trialled and adapted. Use of this puts sustainability at the heart of innovation easing the burden on public healthcare resources to find new treatments more quickly, and lessens the need for collabora-
tors to travel as all changes and designs are digitised for ease of access.

Technology, of course, is essential to advancing this future. The arrival of new technologies and new infrastructure includ-
ing telemedicine, virtual patients and ultra-connected collaboration is enabling closer working relationships between all stakeholders. More powerful applications will emerge with the capability to realise the full potential of these futuristic therapeutics.

Cost effectively creating and delivering a treatment for a population of one is no easy challenge. A virtualisation platform that breaks down the silos will increas-
ingly allow tailoring of care to the indi-
vidual when and where they need it. This further engages the patient and involves them more in their own healthcare treat-
ment. Ultimately, this will help drive mac-
roefficiencies within healthcare, leading to more accurate use of overall resources. Commitment to this in patient care will ensure a future that is more dedicated to the innovative treatment needed by modern patients in the modern world.
Burnout in Health Startups: Are Corporate Partnerships the Answer?

By Dan Boot, Head of Digital Innovation at RB Health

We’re obsessed with monitoring our own health. So much so that it’s hard to believe that Fitbits and smart watches were once a novel concept. In 2014, only 9% of us regularly used a wearable. Fast-forward to 2018 and that figure jumps to 33%. Now, 80% of us are willing to wear a piece of technology that tracks our fitness levels.

With consumer appetite and the growth potential for businesses entering this space huge, it’s no wonder that the number of health, beauty and fitness start-ups boomed by 34% in 2018. By Dan Boot, Head of Digital Innovation at RB Health

Every day we’re seeing new companies emerge with the intention to help people live better. The innovators behind them work tirelessly to bring something new, exciting and of genuine consumer value to the market; yet these innovators often let their own health take a hit in the process.

RB, in partnership with Startup Grind, recently surveyed digital health and health start-up founders on this topic, finding that over half of them (76.1%) attribute personal health issues to their jobs. We cannot overlook a statistic like this. It raises questions about the daily demands of running a health start-up – and causes doubt regarding the longevity of these important businesses.

If start-up leaders want to maintain their health while seeing their business thrive, they need to consider how they can take some of the weight off their shoulders. This is where corporate partnerships can help.

What’s behind start-up founders’ declining health?

Long hours are largely to blame. On average, UK workers put in 37.1 hours a week. But our research found that 42% of health start-up founders work 50 plus hours a week, and 17% work 60 hours or more.

These long hours come as little surprise, as getting a successful business off the ground is a demanding task. For nearly half of health founders (44%), securing funding and maintaining healthy cashflow is the top stressor. Legal and regulatory concerns, alongside product and research development, also sit heavily on a fifth of start-up founders’ minds (20.4%).

These problems can take their toll on the health of founders. Over half (55.6%) experience a raft of health ailments as a result of starting out on their own. Poor sleep is the most common issue, suffered by 16.4%. Headaches and migraines come in second place, suffered by 14.9%, and mental health complaints third, with 10.4% of health start-up founders developing issues such as stress, anxiety and depression.

To put this in perspective, only one quarter (23.9%) of health start-up founders report that their line of work has no negative impact on their health.

These are concerns faced by business owners across the board; but they are likely to be felt more acutely by health start-up founders. First, start-ups are smaller than the average business. This may make them more agile, but it also means they have a smaller pool of in-house expertise to draw on when facing obstacles on the road to success. The number of support relationships they have access to is also far lower than those available to their larger organisations.

Second, health startups operate in an environment with far more stringent regulations than many other industries. Whether it is software or medical devices, health startups must adhere to risk assessment and regulatory guidelines when developing their solutions. This applies to all products that provide information used to make decisions with diagnosis or therapeutic purposes.

The task is made all the harder by the lack of a ‘regulatory sandbox’, as there is in sectors such as fintech.

Without the right expert support, start-ups founders can quickly become frustrated by the wealth of risk and regulation documentation required by the health industry.

Battling burnout in start-ups is vital

The health industry contains numerous large-scale, long-established businesses. They have a wealth of expertise, alongside advanced R&D facilities that most start-ups do not have access to. However, start-ups have the drive, agility and creative thinking to make a profound impact on people’s lives, quickly. In this way, they can set themselves apart from their larger competitors.

Today, bringing industry-leading health products to market requires a combination of the two.

Since 2016, RB has hosted multiple Innovation Hacks to demonstrate the power of collaboration in the healthcare sector. At this year’s Startup Grind conference in San Francisco, we partnered individuals from our internal innovation teams with representatives from some of the most promising health and tech start-ups.

We tasked three teams with developing a solution to support mood and cognitive function in new mums in the US. The idea that came out of the 24-hour period were incredible – ranging from a platform to connect new mums with peers and health professionals, to an essential oils dispenser to help soothe new mums.

The exercise proved a great example of how fruitful collaboration can be when partners are on the same page and united by a common goal. However, realising the broader potential of these partnerships is only possible if we tackle the negative health impacts of running a business.

We should help health start-ups capitalise on their desire to improve people’s lives. Two-thirds (66.7%) of founders cite this as the primary reason for starting a health business. It’s a powerful motivator – but stress and burnout must not become detractions.

If health start-up leaders achieve more balance, they will start to feel the benefits of launching a business. In fact, many founders experience an improvement in their personal lives as a result of starting out on their own. Over a third (36.1%) report being in a better position financially, while exactly half say they have a better work-life balance than before.

So how can we ensure that all start-ups reap these benefits and are in the best possible position to innovate?

Providing the right support

Health corporates can support start-ups in the field by entering mutually beneficial partnerships.

Over three-quarters of health start-ups (77.8%) would consider partnering with a corporate to develop their solutions; the reasons why are manifold. The foremost is that corporate partnerships provide access to expertise across many different areas, from regulation to marketing and the supply chain.

The good news is that opportunities for these collaborations are plentiful, as many established organisations are seeking start-up partners. The success of these relationships will depend on both parties being transparent in their expectations and developing a mutual understanding of each other’s capabilities.

The fact that health corporates and start-ups have a common desire to improve lives is a solid starting point; but further relationship building is key for dismantling potential obstacles further down the road. For instance, over half of start-up founders (59.3%) would shy away from a corporate partnership for fear of process, bureaucracy and lengthy decision-making slowing them down. However, corporates have lengthy processes because they have a lot to lose if errors occur – and it’s important that the reasons behind this dynamic are clearly communicated to potential partners.

Making a success of these relationships and getting those life-changing products to market, requires reasonable give and take from both sides.

Final words

Partnerships are the future of consumer healthcare. Together, start-ups and corporates can identify unmet needs in the market and have the expertise, resources and agility needed to satisfy them.

In this mission, we must take care to support founders. Creating products that improve everyday health is important – but it is a demanding task and it should not be done at the expense of founders’ own wellbeing.
Evidence is mounting that the training staff receive on major healthcare IT systems impacts on their deployment and adoption. Yet traditional classroom and e-learning won’t always provide what is needed.

Organisations can improve the operational efficiency of their training efforts and increase end-user proficiency by adopting a digital learning platform that integrates with their EPR and delivers in-app support to people when they want it, as EMEA sales director Jonathan Pascale explains.

NHS organisations can invest millions of pounds in electronic patient records and other IT systems. Yet deployments can fail and expected benefits can fail to materialise if staff are not engaged with them and effectively trained on them.

The KLAS Research Arch Collaborative, a provider-led effort to unlock the potential of electronic health records that works across ten countries, has found that the single, biggest predictor of how highly users rate their EPRs is how highly they rate the quality of the system-specific training they received.

Unfortunately, we know that NHS organisations can face significant challenges when it comes to delivering timely and effective training ahead of major system deployments. They may face a degree of resistance from staff who have been through implementations from which they have not seen any benefit, or been through deployments that integrates with their EPR and delivers in-app support to people when they want it, as EMEA sales director Jonathan Pascale explains.
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pelling down an elevator shaft with a set of lockpicks in their teeth. The hardest part is coming up with a good trick email pitch to get people to click on and a fake site to land on. Success rates are soaring. Today's phishing and spear-phishing attacks are no longer crude or easy to spot. Phishers across the world are constantly pushing for greater deceptive credibility, with as many as 71% of phishing sites using HTTPS to appear more legitimate. F5 Labs also found that 85% of analysed phishing sites making use of digital certificates have them signed by a trusted Certificate Authority (CA).

The F5 Labs 2018 Phishing and Fraud Report showed that training employees to recognise phishing attempts can reduce their click-through rate on malicious emails, links, and attachments from 33% to 13%. The key to effective training is to consider what decisions you want your users to make and what you can reasonably expect from them.

Elsewhere, organised cybercrime groups and nation-states are mobilising at pace to run damaging social engineering campaigns. Victims are targeted with laser precision and often find themselves in the crosshairs when at their most distracted and overwhelmed.

Recommended technical security controls include Multi-fac tor Authentication (MFA) and implementing web filtering solutions to prevent users from inadvertently visiting phishing sites. When MFA isn’t feasible, strengthen the use of passwords. Key tips include regularly checking passwords against a dictionary of easy-to-hack credentials, using long passwords, and eliminating password hint mechanisms. Since a lot of password attacks are credential stuffing or brute force, your authentication system should have a mechanism to detect and throttle floods of login attempts.

Regular, mandatory compliance sessions, and best practice courses can also help. These should include streamlined and guiltless methods for users to flag suspected attacks. Remember, no affordable defence is going to keep all the attackers out forever. Plan accordingly with a well-tested, detailed incident response plan. Each major threat should have response scenarios that include trigger definitions (when an incident occurs), activation plans (who and what jumps into action and when), intelligence collection (what logs and devices should be examined), containment (specific playbooks to activate additional controls), investigation (who analyses what and when), reporting (for legal and executive conversations), and recovery (of both data and system rebuilds).

Bringing the board on board

Another enduring issue is a lack of board-level leadership and understanding. If the board doesn’t take security seriously, nobody will. If they don’t know what’s going on, everyone is at risk. All too often, the board sees cybersecurity as a bolt-on insurance policy rather than a fundamental element of both IT and business strategy. That can no longer be the case if healthcare organisations want to adequately and continuously protect staff and patients.

Staying agile, adaptable and attuned

Traditional approaches to security, such as focusing on IT environment perimeters, won’t work as well anymore. It teams across the healthcare industry need to learn from mistakes and oversights of the past, working closely with all end-users of the technology to create processes that ensure patches are carried out regularly and effectively.

Healthcare organisations also need to invest in technology that maintains data security that expands across the entire network. For example, a web application security solution could simplify regulatory audits by tokenising sensitive data and help providers control the flow of data, while maintaining the highest confidentiality standards and increasing the quality of care.

In an ideal world, the healthcare sector will evolve to be more agile, adaptable and attuned to the flourishing application economy. This means moving away from managing traditional reliability models to a more strategic, service-based approach that focuses on application-level service provisioning, automation, and orchestration. It will also mean creating, deploying, modifying, and extending services quickly to address variables impacting the security, reliability, and performance of applications and networks.
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